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Monologue 1 

Hodder Gibson – How to Pass Higher French: 2nd edition 
 

Disclaimer regarding accompanying audio files: 

 
We are aware of some issues and errors within several of the audio files for 

this title. We offer these notes as guidance on where the issues occur. We 

apologise for any inconvenience this may cause and believe this does not 

adversely affect the overall value of the supplementary audio material.  

Thank you. 

 

There is a distinct shift in sound/tonal change, from the sentence beginning “Le premier est le plus fréquent…” 
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Dialogue 2 
 

« …mais ça ne marchait plus, mes parents bagarraient tout le temps, » 

 

The word “marchait” is not said correctly – it is said as if “marche”, which is a different tense and which does not 

match the (con)text. 
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Dialogue 3 
 

There are three places where there are audible extraneous noises – 2 sniffs from the male speaker and what 

sounds like a paper shuffle at the following places: 

Et pourquoi le lycée était-il une expérience moins positive ? After this sentence, a sniff can be heard. 
…et demie, manger à la cantine… In between “demie” and “manger”, there is a shuffling sound. 

…en anglais comme par exemple l’histoire… After “histoire”, there is another sniff. 
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Dialogue 4 

There is a slight buzzing sound at the beginning of the dialogue in between the words “Glasgow” and “et ensuite”. 

Sections of the male speaker’s dialogue are hurriedly said or not clearly enunciated, on occasion. For example: 
Alors vous aimez les enfants en Écosse, évidemment ceux dans votre école ? 
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Dialogue 5 
 

There is a muffled quality to the male speaker’s sections, particularly these sentences: 
 

Vous aimez votre petit boulot ? 

Il n’y a pas de problèmes avec le travail ? 

Est-ce que vous avez travaillé chez vous en France, pendant que vous étiez en fac ? 
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Dialogue 6 
 

After the word “Écosse” a sniff can be heard. 
 

Noise/shuffling sound after the word "pire". 
 

The word “serait” is not said correctly – it is said as if “sera”, which is a different tense and which does not match 

the (con)text. 

The word “sacrificie” is not said correctly – it is said “sa-cri-fie” (3 syllables), not “sa-cri-fi-cie” (4 syllables). 

Twice, the word “chose” (as in quelque chose) is not said correctly – it is pronounced like “choshze”. 

The sentence: On peut aussi trouver des céréales – the male speaker says “les”, not “des”. Both are correct. 

There is a muffled/indistinct quality to the male speaker’s sections, on occasion. For example: 

…il fait beaucoup plus froid, même en été. 
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Dialogue 7 
 

In between "...la-bas" and "Il n'y avais", a noise that sounds like the pause button going off and on is audible. 

Some enunciation issues on certain words; for example, “copain” sounds more like “coupon”.


